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ABSTRACT
Initially championed by the NASA Office of Education, the American Student Moon Orbiter (ASMO) project offers
to next generation explorers unique opportunities for integral involvement in the U.S. space exploration program.
The ASMO project will be carried out as a diverse nationwide higher education initiative by which American
university students and their faculty advisors will design, build, register, launch and own the ASMO small spacecraft
and its payload.
The student-built ASMO craft could be launched to orbit the Earth’s Moon in 2011 in tandem with a spacecraft to be
developed by European students under a companion European Student Moon Orbiter (ESMO) program. Through
coordination with ESA’s ESMO program and possible spacecraft interoperability, valuable opportunities for
international scientific and technical collaboration could be offered. Conceived to accommodate a 10kg payload in a
highly elliptical 2 year lunar orbit, there are numerous options for ASMO to serve as a valuable data gathering
mission and technology demonstration that will enhance understanding of the lunar environment and advance the
small satellite field. Representing a new class of exploration activity whereby the public can directly participate in a
NASA mission, the ASMO project is also intended to lower the barrier of entry into space exploration.
NASA performs Pre-Phase A start-up functions then,
in 2008, hands the leadership reins to a selected
university-based management team to develop and
manage the distributed engineering and design
process, to be conducted by university students and
their faculty advisors. In Phase A through the Phase
E wrap-up in 2013, NASA will provide consistent yet
arms-length project and engineering oversight and

INTRODUCTION
The NASA Office of Education has provided start-up
support for the American Student Moon Orbiter
(ASMO) project and designated the lead agency role
to the Strategic Communications and Development
Directorate at the NASA Ames Research Center with
engineering support by the John H. Glenn Research
Center. ASMO constitutes a new form of a NASAsupported participatory education project whereby
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designated support functions including two
workshops per year and facilitating design reviews.

teams, coordinating controlled access to NASA
subject matter experts, identifying Key Decision
Points, facilitating project design reviews, and
carrying out NASA-level publicity and public
relations. It is possible that NASA can also assist
with final systems integration, assembly and testing
as well as helping to broker the required launch -although it will be up to the university participants to
design and oversee this role and all other project
management structures and functions.

That the university participants, and not NASA, will
design, build and own the ASMO spacecraft and its
payloads constitutes a fundamental premise of this
project. Obtaining the necessary funding and in-kind
donations to carry out the ASMO mission will be the
responsibility of the university teams.
As a participatory exploration program, ASMO will
satisfy both space science objectives and national
education goals. Currently, NASA does not directly
sponsor a program to help university students design,
build and launch spacecraft. Intended to meet this
need, ASMO shares in common with precedent
participatory university space education programs the
primary goal of educating and training the future
technical aerospace workforce by supporting students
in direct, hands-on involvement in small spacecraft
and satellite design, build, launch and operation as
well as payload research opportunities.

The university teams will be responsible for direct
and detailed management, design and build of the
spacecraft/payload and for obtaining funding to
support these activities (additional ideas on funding
are provided below). It is envisioned that in addition
to the overall management team, there will be two
main university teams. One team will be responsible
for the spacecraft bus and the second team will be
responsible for the spacecraft payloads. Together,
these university students and faculty will comprise
the project management and project office teams,
systems engineering teams, payload and subsystems
teams. The university teams will also provide the IT
infrastructure, comprehensive project documentation
and documentation control, reporting functions, and
arrange for the facilities to design, build, and test
payloads and subsystems. In 2010 a core team,
comprised of representatives from all participating
university teams, will integrate and test the final
spacecraft, possibly at a NASA facility. Launch is
targeted for 2011. The university student teams will
have registration and maintain ownership of the
spacecraft, mission operations, and mission logistics.

Precedent U.S. programs include the CubeSat
university program, initiated as a completely
independent venture without benefit of government
support, and the University Nanosat Program
sponsored by the US Air Force the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
The European Space Agency (ESA) sponsors two
satellite programs in their ESA Education Projects
division within their Education Department: the
Student Space Exploration and Technology Initiative
(SSETI) and the Young Engineers’ Satellite (YES).
ESMO is slated as the third mission to be designed,
built and operated by European students through the
SSETI association, and may serve as a companion
mission to ASMO, as discussed in detail later in this
publication.

Funding to cover the costs for integration, launch,
insurance, operations of the spacecraft, as well as
financial costs incurred from design, build, and
testing of payload and subsystems will be the
responsibility of the university teams. If the
university partners can develop a strong, diverse
management team with NASA support and approval
for a credible education and lunar science mission,
then it is believed that a good case can be made for
applying for funding from aerospace industries and
government organizations such as the NASA Space
Grant Consortium, the Department of Education, and
the National Science Foundation. Given that ASMO
constitutes a highly unique approach, interest and
investment may be generated from private donors.
NASA will also encourage the US university teams
to form international alliances to create and carry out
the ASMO mission project, preferably in concert
with the ESMO mission.

Each of these programs is described in greater detail
in the “Participatory Student Programs” section of
this publication.
OVERVIEW AND PROJECT STRUCTURE
NASA contributions include early project
conceptualization, preliminary feasibility and risk
analysis, facilitating public discussion and input,
strategic communications, RFP release and the
selection of the ASMO university teams. After the
university-based management structure is established
and operational, NASA will drop back as an
administrating organization to provide arms-length
project and engineering oversight, including two
workshops per year for the participating university
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release of the formal RFP. The submission deadline
for university proposals will be January 15, 2008
with the final selection of ASMO university teams by
March 15, 2008. The partnerships between NASA
and the selected universities will be formalized by the
signing of Space Act Agreements by April 15, 2008.
Selected university participants will then be invited to
a NASA sponsored summer mission design
workshop to support transfer of leadership from
NASA to the ASMO university teams. Over the
course of the next six years, NASA will organize and
support two workshops per year for project
participants, as well as provide the additional support
functions previous discussed.

PROJECT START-UP SCHEDULE
Following the review and acceptance of the results of
a December 2006 initial feasibility study conducted
at NASA Glenn Research Center, the ASMO Project
Manager was selected from the Special Projects
Office at the NASA Ames Research Center, in midFebruary, 2007 and Pre-Phase A activities began.
The formal public introduction of the ASMO project
and the initiation of public dialog will occur at a
NASA sponsored Roundtable Meeting at the 21st
Annual AIAA/USU Conference on Small Satellites
in August 2007. As a means to determining the level
of potential interest in participation by U.S.
universities, the NASA ASMO Project Office will
issue a nationwide Request for Information (RFI),
probably in the form of a “Notice of Sources
Sought.” The RFI will also solicit for public input to
assist in shaping and maturing the project
fundamentals prior to finalization and release of a
formal NASA Request for Proposals (RFP).

ASMO
MISSION
DESCRIPTION
TECHNICAL APPROACH

While most university spacecraft are launched to low
earth orbit, the ASMO will be sent to a long life, high
lunar orbit where students can explore some
combination of lunar science, engineering tests, and
communication/navigation experiments. All aspects
of the ASMO spacecraft and ground system will be
designed by students under NASA support. Mission
and orbit design, operations planning, structures and
mechanisms, propulsion system, thermal and
environmental protection systems, communications,
command and data handling, attitude control systems,
software designs will all be performed by students.

Table 1: Pre-Phase A and Phase A Highlights
ASMO Pre-Phase A
ASMO Design Feasibility Study

12/30/06

NASA Office of Education Issues
approval to proceed with Pre-Phase A
NASA ASMO Project Manager Selected

01/15/07

ASMO 7120.5d Project Plan Completed

05/30/07

Release RFI: "Notice of Sources Sought"

07/01/07

ASMO Conference Paper Delivered at
Small Satellite 2007 Conference
ASMO Roundtable Meeting at Small Sat
2007 Conference, Logan Utah

08/15/07

Go / Go-No Key Decision Point

09/01/07

02/15/07

The ASMO design will include all phases of
development including operations. It is envisioned
that the ASMO craft will be launched in the 2011
timeframe on an EELV ESPA (180 kg, 1 m x 0.7 m x
0.6 m footprint) in a lunar polar orbit and will operate
for at least 1 year. The scientific payload constraint is
approximately 10 kg. Subsystems will be designed
and built by various universities using parts,
equipment, and support (possibly) donated by U.S.
Aerospace industries.
Existing ground support
systems will be sought at universities. Under one
optional plan, each subsystem could be designed and
provided by a different U.S. university, with the
university-based management team providing
leadership and NASA providing integration
oversight. Regardless of options chosen, the students
will have the opportunity to experience the creation
of a lunar satellite from Phase A through Phase E
operations.

08/15/07

ASMO PHASE A
NASA Releases RFP for University
Participation in ASMO
University Proposals due to NASA

09/15/07

Final Selection of University Teams

03/15/08

Space Act Agreements Signed
1st ASMO Mission Design Workshop

04/15/08

System Requirements Lock

01/01/09

01/15/08

06/15/08

It is suggested that the ASMO Project would, in
general, follow the template of the NASA Project
Life Cycle, as shown in Figure 1 and in further
breakout detail in Figure 2. Specific dates for the
reviews will be negotiated between the Universitybased Project Management Team and the NASA

The current schedule targets the completion of
ASMO Pre-Phase A via a NASA HQ (Go / Go-No)
Key Decision Point by October 1, 2007, prior to the
Clearwater
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ASMO Project Management Office. It will be both
mission critical and challenging to maintain open
communications between universities, between

NASA and the universities, and between NASA,
ESA and the universities.

Figure 1: NASA Project Life Cycle

community. The final selection of the payloads for
experiments while in a lunar orbit should be made by
recommendations from a science advisory panel with
the students intimately involved. One option would
be to plan on obtaining payloads from the university
science community since it is assumed at this time
that NASA will not provide funding for payload
development or mission support. Thus, NASA will
not determine the payloads, but rather provide input
on possible science interests that can be
accommodated with the expected orbit and duration.

PAYLOAD PLANNING AND DEFINITION
It is envisioned that the ASMO spacecraft could
operate a number of potential payloads including
demonstration of long lifetime orbits around the
Moon, experiments and technology demonstrations in
navigation, communications and imaging, testing of
new engineering systems for lunar use, lunar dust
studies, and possibly lunar gravity mapping.
Navigation and communications experiments may be
performed in concert with other lunar assets from the
U.S. or other countries including the European
Student Moon Orbiter (ESMO). Since a long
duration orbit has been chosen (>10 yr stability)
some experiments are possible testing the
environment of such an orbit.

With a 10kg payload, the students may elect to
conduct a unique mission using instruments deployed
on a cluster of small spacecraft like the CubeSat.
This mission, however, should be something that the
students determine and will not be dictated by NASA
or industry supporters. To meet NASA’s education
objectives for ASMO, the payloads must be derived
directly from the students and their faculty advisors.

Given that the ASMO payload is intended to produce
useful lunar science results, there should be a
solicitation of ideas from the lunar science
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Figure 2: NASA Life Cycle: Project Phase Breakout

NASA’S OBJECTIVES
PROJECT

FOR

THE

communication between the public and NASA, and
serve the objective of lowering the barrier of entry
into space exploration. Results may well produce
advancements to the field of small satellite
technology at large. Through coordination with a
companion European (ESMO) program, valuable
opportunities for international scientific and technical
collaboration could be offered to students and faculty
across the U.S.

ASMO

NASA’s overarching objective for the ASMO Project
is to help prepare members of the next generation
technical workforce to become confident and wellqualified aerospace industry contributors. During the
Apollo program years, the average age of NASA’s
workforce was 26. Today the average age of NASA
employees is 47, with 25% eligible for retirement
within five years. Facing this rising level of human
resource challenge, NASA’s Office of Education has
sponsored the Pre-Phase-A start-up of the ASMO
project in delivering on its commitment to inspire,
engage, and support participation by students in the
nation’s Vision for Space Exploration.

In service to NASA’s strategic educational
objectives, ASMO will offer competency-building
educational and research opportunities through
hands-on, real-world applications of science,
technology, engineering and math (STEM)
knowledge. Students will also acquire in-depth
experience in communications and project
management, as well as gain familiarity with satellite
mission
protocol
and
procedures.
ASMO
participation and public outreach will encourage
educators to develop and deliver project related
course resources and custom curricula for integration

The ASMO small satellite and its onboard payload
will perform measurements to contribute to specific
technical, science, and exploration objectives. In
representing a new class of activity whereby the
public can directly participate in a NASA mission,
ASMO will foster unprecedented two-way
Clearwater
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and Astronautics (AIAA) have jointly sponsored the
University Nanosat Program – deemed an effective
educational outreach to thousands of students who
represent the next generation of aerospace
employees.

into STEM disciplines. The experience will also
introduce both faculty and students to follow-on
NASA mission-related research and development
opportunities.
PARTICIPATORY STUDENT PROGRAMS

The objectives of the University Nanosat Program are
to educate and train the future workforce through a
national student satellite design and fabrication
competition and to enable small satellite research and
development, payload development, integration, and
flight test. The Nanosat Program has two distinct
stages. The first stage is a Nanosat design and
protoflight build phase, which lasts approximately
two years and culminates in the AIAA Student
Satellite Flight Competition Review (FCR). All
universities are partially funded by the AFRL and
construct a protoflight Nanosat while participating in
various design reviews and program-sponsored
hands-on activities and workshops throughout the
two-year period.

ASMO is envisioned as a “participatory exploration”
program that will satisfy both space exploration goals
and national education objectives. In this section,
several successful analogous participatory university
space education programs will be discussed.
CubeSat Satellite Program
The CubeSat program was initiated as an independent
program to provide university space education
without reliance on assured government or industry
support. The basis of the program was to provide a
standard weight and shape design for the CubeSat
satellite and standard launch deployer. Program
results have been successfully instituted as
internationally accepted standards. To date there
have been 32 spacecraft launched, with a loss of 14
on a Russian rocket launch failure. Of those reaching
orbit, 78% have had some contact and 50% were
completely operational. In this group there have been
some industry built CubeSats, but most were
independent university design, built, launched,
operated and funded. In this program there has been
collaboration with both industry and government.

The second stage of the University Nanosat Program
begins after the Nanosat is selected for flight
integration and test via the Flight Competition
Review at the end of the two year competition period.
The university-built flight Nanosat is expected to be
flight-ready (standards for spaceflight hardware and
associated documentation has been tracked through a
rigorous quality and configuration management
process) and delivered to AFRL immediately
following the FCR. This second phase consists of
accelerated integration with a separation system and
environmental test of the protoflight Nanosat in the
months following FCR, and culminates in a potential
launch opportunity.

The universities have funded the CubeSat missions
with a combination of NASA Space Grant
Consortium, industry donations and university
contributions. Most of the launches for these
CubeSats have been provided through the student run
launch program under the California State
Polytechnic University Foundation at San Luis
Obispo using Russian rockets. There are no costs for
the launch other than the direct launch charge by Cal
Poly. All participants in this program are encourage
to make all of their design work available on their
websites and to freely share information and assist
other universities in an open forum e-mail list.

The ESA Sponsored Student Satellite Programs
The European Space Agency (ESA) has two satellite
programs in their ESA Education Projects division
within the Education Department: Student Space
Exploration and Technology Initiative (SSETI) and
Young Engineers’ Satellite (YES). In December
2005, the ESA launched the “SSETI Express” – a
satellite built by students across Europe and
integrated at ESA. SSETI Express was the first
launch of the SSETI, and included over 300 students
across 23 university groups. It was built in less than
two years.

There are now nearly 100 universities participating in
the program. Since its inception in the early 2000’s it
is conservatively estimated that over 3,000 students
have received CubeSat derived space education
engineering training.

In March 2006, the Education Department of the
European Space Agency approved the European
Student Moon Orbiter (ESMO) mission proposed by
the Student Space Exploration & Technology
Initiative (SSETI) association for a Phase A
Feasibility Study. ESMO will be the third mission to

USAF & AIAA University Nanosat Program
Over the last 5 years, the US Air Force Research
Laboratory's Space Vehicles Directorate (AFRL/VS),
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
(AFOSR), and the American Institute of Aeronautics
Clearwater
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EELV’s ESPA, which may allow it to fit an Ariane V
ASAP. Together, ASMO and ESMO could provide
an opportunity for a compelling joint international
mission to the Moon by American and European
students.

be designed, built and operated by European students
through the SSETI association, and would join many
other contemporary missions to the Moon such as
ESA’s SMART-1, the Chinese Chang’e-1, the Indian
Chandrayaan, JAXA’s SELENE and Lunar-A, and
NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter.

If collaboration is sanctioned by the respective space
agencies, ASMO and ESMO student teams would be
able to share project planning, scientific coordination,
and (remote) collaborative design to meet the goals
of international planetary systems exploration. They
could integrate and test their systems side by side and
ultimately launch and jointly operate their spacecraft
in a uniquely valuable international educational space
exploration mission.

The ESMO spacecraft would be launched in 2011 as
an auxiliary payload, into a highly elliptical, low
inclination Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO), on
the new Arianespace Support for Auxiliary Payloads
(ASAP) by either Ariane 5 or Soyuz from Kourou.
From GTO, the 200 kg spacecraft would use its onboard propulsion system for lunar transfer, lunar orbit
insertion and orbit transfer to its final low altitude
polar orbit around the Moon. A 10 kg miniaturized
suite of scientific instruments (also to be provided by
student teams) would perform measurements during
the lunar transfer and lunar orbit phases over the
period of a few months, according to highly focused
science objectives. The core payload would be a
high-resolution narrow angle CCD camera for optical
imaging of lunar surface characteristics. Optional
payload items being considered include a LIDAR, an
IR hyper spectral imager, a mini sub-surface
sounding radar for polar ice detection, and a CubeSat
sub-satellite for precision gravity field mapping via
accurate ranging of the sub-satellite from the main
spacecraft.

The ASMO COMPASS Design Feasibility Study
In December 2006, at the NASA John H. Glenn
Research Center, with participation by engineers
from the NASA Ames Research Center, a
Collaborative Modeling for Parametric Assessment
of Space Systems (COMPASS) team, performed a
design feasibility study of the American Student
Moon Orbiter (ASMO) mission concept. During the
course of this study, a concept design of the ASMO
spacecraft was generated for the purpose of
determining mission feasibility in technical and cost
terms.
The NASA COMPASS ASMO Feasibility Study will
be made available to all selected universities.
However, the resulting design concept is not intended
in any way to limit design thinking by the university
teams. It is a starting point from which the ASMO
students will then perform their own design concept
and feasibility studies.

Proposed ASMO Strategic Alliance with ESA and
ESMO
ASMO is considered similar in project scope and
mission overview to ESA’s ESMO mission. Informal
conversations between ESA’s Education Projects
Division and NASA employees have catalyzed a
potential Mission of Opportunity (MO) for an
American student (ASMO) spacecraft to cooperate
and coordinate with a European student ESMO
spacecraft. Formal communications and coordination
between the respective space agencies toward the
proposed international NASA-ESA and ASMOESMO collaboration are pending.

Additional details on the ASMO COMPASS study
can be found in the Appendix of this publication.
CONCLUSION
ASMO represents an inspirational opportunity to
provide direct, hands-on space project experience to
American university students in order to more fully
prepare them for successful aerospace careers and
challenging future exploration missions. ASMO also
represents an opportunity for students to contribute to
both the advancement of small satellite technology
and to contribute to global scientific knowledge of
the Moon by providing valuable data on lunar science
questions and resources issues.

It is envisioned that cooperating ASMO and ESMO
teams would work together to coordinate spacecraft
interoperability, communications, scientific payloads,
and data collection. ASMO and ESMO will most
likely operate in AMSAT frequencies and could
share operational duties. There is also potential for
international collaboration with larger ground stations
for critical events during the mission.

It is envisioned that cooperating ASMO and ESMO
student teams could work together to coordinate
spacecraft
interoperability,
navigation
and
communications, scientific payloads, data collection,

Further opportunities for international collaboration
exist in determining and brokering the ASMO and
ESMO launches. ASMO could be designed for
Clearwater
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launches and ground station operations during the
mission. This kind of collaboration would create the
opportunity for a uniquely valuable and enriching
joint international mission to the Moon by American
and European students and their mentors, teachers
and sponsors.
To advance the future of space exploration, NASA
has long been committed to providing students and
educators with effective tools, valuable experience,
and compelling opportunities. Through the unique,
hands-on mission participation offered by the ASMO
program, NASA is opening the door for students and
educators across America to become involved in and
integral to the nation's exploration program.
The return on investment for NASA and the nation
will be a well-informed, confident and motivated
next generation talent pool to carry out the future of
exploration as pioneers and project managers,
mathematicians and engineers, and yes, rocket
scientists and other aerospace contributors.
Stay tuned to the ASMO website for updates and
announcements <http://asmo.arc.nasa.gov/>
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synergistic across the spacecraft mission. After the
sessions one or two options are chosen and trades are
identified.

APPENDIX
Summary of the
Feasibility Study

ASMO

COMPASS

Design

Before and during the sessions a straw-man
spacecraft CAD model is begun, combining available
launch vehicle shroud and propulsion size
information to determine a rough size of the
spacecraft.
In addition, a master equipment list
(MEL) is begun to provide system sheets for each
discipline. The MEL tracks all system components,
their mass, growth %, powers, sizes, thermal limits,
lifetime, and technology readiness. Once complete
the straw-man MEL is provided to the discipline
engineers so the design may begin.

A COMPASS team develops conceptual designs for
space vehicles and components in a collaborative
method similar to JPL’s Team X. A COMPASS
design team is made up of spacecraft discipline
engineers in the following areas:
»

System Integration

»

Launch
Vehicle
Performance
Operations / Ground Systems

»

Flight Dynamics

»

Propulsion

»

Attitude Control Systems

»

Mechanical Systems

»

Thermal

»

Power

»

Command and Data Handling

»

Communications

»

Configuration

»

Risk & Reliability

»

Cost

/

At the heart of the design process is the GLIDE (def.)
software, which provides a cross-platform, crossfirewall tool to allow continuous linking of the MEL
and the subsystems. Data may be defined and passed
between users during the design process. The design
process showing the GLIDE software interface is
shown in Figure 3. The GLIDE software has been
used successfully to tie in personnel from other
NASA centers, National Labs, Universities, and
industry.
Launch vehicle and trajectory options are then
identified to perform the options and propulsion is
then sized. Once this sizing iteration is complete the
other subsystems are folded in to see where the
design stands. At this point it should be clear if the
spacecraft will ‘fit’ on the launch vehicle. If not
other options from the brainstorming sessions can be
used and the process restarted. Regardless some
competing design options may be explored for later
comparison.

The COMPASS design process involves several
stages before coming to a final conceptual design.
The first steps include defining the design to be
completed and its requirements. These requirements
can include the figures of merit the team is to work
towards. In the case of ASMO, the figures of merit
included simplicity and safety since the spacecraft
systems would be built by students. ASMO would be
funded primarily by university and industrial support
with guidance and oversight by NASA.

The configuration then uses the component estimates
from the subsystems and interacts with the designers
to place the components on the spacecraft. During
this interaction it is crucial that all disciplines
participate so that the subsystem designs will not
interfere. Once the options are complete the MEL
and the launch vehicle, and the technology readiness
information, along with the ground system estimates
are provided to the cost engineer and the costs are
determined for each option. During this time risk and
reliability exercises are held with the subsystem
personnel to evaluate the top risks and identify
system reliability.

Similar past missions are then reviewed and the
major challenges of the design are laid out. In the
case of ASMO these challenges included simplicity,
safety, and cost. Launch cost was included as a
challenge. Brain storming sessions are then held by
the entire COMPASS team to suggest ways to
address these major challenges. It is important that
all engineering disciplines are present for the
brainstorming sessions to ensure solutions that are
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Figure 3: GLIDE Software Interface

Once cost, risk and reliability have completed their
estimates the options are compared and design
corrections made to reduce cost, decrease risk, and
enhance reliability. At this point the designs are
finalized and the team asked to prepare short reports
describing
their
subsystems,
focusing
on
requirements, trades, design descriptions, potential
improvements (including mass reduction) to the
design requiring more study, as well as any new
‘rules of thumb’ that they identified that are inherent
in the design. It should be added that the customer
team is updated continuously during the design
process so that desires and concerns can be included
as early as possible.

and is planned for a 2011 GTO secondary launch.
The students have worked to trade chemical versus
electric propulsion delivery, but early results showed
that neither option could utilize a secondary payload
option and reach low lunar orbit (LLO) with
sufficient mass.
ASMO Top Level Requirements Mission Design
The starting design requirement for ASMO, besides
being built by students was to place and 100 kg class
spacecraft in lunar polar orbit in 2011. The launch
mass was limited by the EELV ESPA to a mass of
180 kg and dimensions of 1m x 0.7m x 0.6m. The
spacecraft would be operated for 2 years and perform
science missions to be defined by the students. These
missions could include testing of communications
protocols, characterizing the dust environment, and a
gravity-mapping mission with ESMO. Since the
science objectives were not yet determined the
COMPASS team focused on maximizing mass and
power to a lunar orbit to support any science mission.

Student Moon Orbiter Background
Many countries have sponsored student spacecraft to
provide unparalleled learning experiences for their
students. In most cases these spacecraft are limited
to low earth orbits or International Space Station
(ISS)/shuttle bay experiments.
Recently the
Europeans have used a program to sponsor student
built spacecraft- SSETI. The first SSETI was
launched on a Russian launch vehicle as part of a
multi-spacecraft payload.
It achieved a partial
success – but only lasted a number of hours due to a
power malfunction.

A low lunar orbit was desired (around 100 km
circular) for the ASMO spacecraft but it was quickly
found that the limited ESPA payload space did not
allow for enough chemical propulsion fuel to reach
this low orbit. Such low orbits are also very unstable
due to the moon’s mass concentrations so lifetime in
such a low orbit would require additional propellant
orbit maintenance. Faced with these challenges a
more stable orbit was chosen. A ‘frozen’ orbit (one
that changes little due to balance of perturbing

The Europeans are planning two more spacecraft both as a secondary payload to GTO
(geosynchronous transfer orbit). The second will be
termed ESMO -(European Student Moon Orbiter)
Clearwater
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separation system for the spent rocket motor. A 20
m/s mid-course correction burn was estimated.
Finally, lunar orbit ACS and station keeping ∆v was
adjusted to fill the nitrogen tank completely (approx.
8 kg of nitrogen), and was not sized based on orbital
analysis. The assumed ∆V budget is shown in Table
1.

forces) was chosen as possible to reach and not
requiring station keeping.
The frozen orbit chosen was 872 km x 8,727 km and
62.9˚ inclination with a lifetime estimated greater
than ten years. While such an orbit will not allow
close distances to the moon it will allow a good view
of the South Pole and potentially a test platform for
lunar communications and navigation. (It could
provide a relay link and navigation with a low
orbiting ESMO.)

More analysis is required to finalize the ASMO
design including analyses on the mid-course
correction ∆v, including dispersions from solid rocket
motors, the inclination selection at the Moon, the
ACS and station keeping propellant allocation, the
pointing requirements and propellant usage for
chosen orbit. The mission analyses suggest that
minimized
spacecraft
and/or
miniaturized
components could drastically reduce the amount of
propellant required for TLI and LOI and that
universities researching and developing miniaturized
components should be sought out.
ASMO Spacecraft Feasibility Concept Study
The COMPASS Team conceptual ASMO design is
shown in figures 5 and 6. The spacecraft is spin
stabilized with body mounted solar cells producing
60 W of useable power. A Star 13 solid rocket is
used for Trans-Lunar Injection (TLI) and two Star 8s
are used for Lunar insertion into Lunar Frozen Orbit.
A Cold Gas N2 system is used for spin/despin,
midcourse correction, nutation control and a simple
S-Band Communications (up to 300-3600 bps)
system is provided. The top shelf of the orbiter is left
open for student science packages, which are not yet
defined.

Figure 4: Proposed Lunar Orbit

To avoid use of a hydrazine system, which was
deemed a safety risk due to its toxicity, attitude
control systems and mid-course corrections would
use a cold gas system (ISP = 68 seconds). Orbit
analyses were performed using the simple patchedconic approximation for lunar transfer. The mission
design traded multiple combinations of Star motors
(1 Star 12 and 4 Star 6s, 6 Star 8s, 1 Star 13 and 2
Star 8s) for both the trans-lunar injection (TLI) and
lunar orbit insertion (LOI) burns.

A mass breakdown by subsystem is shown in Figure
6. The subsystem designs identified an average of
12% required for growth. An addition 8% was
assumed for system level growth for a total of 20%
growth. While this growth is smaller than usual for
spacecraft design (30% or more is considered
appropriate) additional mass could be negotiated
from the ESPA launch provider. This leaves 10 kg
and about 20 W for the ASMO payloads.

After extensive trades it was determined that the Star
13B would be used for TLI with two Star 8s used for
LOI. This would allow a side-by-side configuration
of the solid rocket motors and not require a complex

Table 2: ∆V Budget

Event
Trans-Lunar Injection
Trans-Lunar Mid-Course Corrections
Lunar Orbit Insertion
ACS and Station Keeping in Lunar Orbit
Disposal
Totals
Final Spacecraft Mass

Clearwater

Main Ęv
(m/s)

Cold Gas Ęv Cold Gas Ęv
(60 lbf)
(1 lbf)
(m/s)
(m/s)

669
20
346
15
5
1015

20

S/C Mass
(kg)
178
140
136
119
116

20

Solid
Propellant
(kg)

Nitrogen
Propellant
(kg)

38
4
17
3
1
55

8

115
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Figure 5: Concept Image of ASMO

Stage Masses (kg)
Subsystems
Avionics, Instrumentation, GN&C
Propulsion (Solid)
Propellant Management (Gas)
Propellant (Solid)
Propulsion (Gas)

Current Values (kg) with
growth
Launch Reserve
Adapter
d
ASMO
0
0
16
0
0.00
17
0
0
15
0
0
55
1

Propellant (Gas
Power
Thermal Control (Non-Propellant)
Structures & Mechanical Systems

Total Mass (Wet)
Total Wet Mass
Total Dry mass (kg)*
Total Inert Mass (kg)
Payload

0
0
1.82
2
161
99
99
10

0
0
0
0

7
13
7
28.16
159

Total Veh Wet Mass
Total Veh Dry Mass
Growth

Totals
Total
16
17
15
55
1
7
13
7
30
161

% of dry
mass
Total
17
17
16
N/A

13
7
30
N/A

180
99
24

Figure 6: Proposed Mass Breakdown by Sub-system
this is a student spacecraft and cost is a figure of
merit the propulsion system was assumed to be single
string.

Propulsion
Requirements from mission design specified that the
student built spacecraft should minimize dangerous
propellants (hydrazine), that major burns be
completed by solid rockets, and that midcourse, spins
and nutation control completed by cold gas. Since
Clearwater

The use of solid rockets for the primary propulsion
meant that the rockets could be inserted into
Spacecraft after assembly. The solid rockets also
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provide the best specific impulse for the density (the
ESPA launch volume provides limited space for
substantial propulsion missions, like those to the
moon). Off the shelf (OTS) solid rockets can also
carry launch loads so structural mass could be
reduced. Mission trads were made using ATK solids
Star 5, 6, 8, 12, and 13 in different combinations.
Packaging & integration concerns pushed the use of
shorter solid rockets. All the traded solid rockets
had Isps > 260 sec. The high thrust of the solids will
cause high accelerations on the spacecraft, which
would require a more robust structure and payload.
Cost wise solid rockets are relatively inexpensive
starting at around $30K each excluding analysis and
integration. The secondary propulsion system was
chosen to be cold gas nitrogen since it is simple and
inert and can use existing components. While the Isp
is low (68 seconds) the ∆V was minimized to
midcourse, tip-off, spin/despin, nutation control. The
nitrogen is stored in a single, spherical high-pressure
tank made of titanium.

Power Subsystem
Design approaches driving the power system include
a spin stabilized spacecraft and the elliptical frozen
lunar orbit. It was assumed that the frozen orbit has a
nominal lunar eclipse time of 1 hour, a nominal lunar
insolation time of 13 hours and a nominal power
level of 63 W for bus and payload operations. An
earth eclipse occurs about every year and is normally
2.5 hours but can be as much as 5 hours in duration.
ASMO operations during these long eclipse times
were assumed to just keep the spacecraft alive. The
majority of the power needed in this mode comes
from heaters.
The power system design includes body-mounted
solar panels on 4 sides, with the rotation axis
perpendicular to the sun. The cells were assumed to
be high efficiency silicon solar cells (100 microns,
17% BOL) with an 80% packing factor and 60C
operating temperature. The cells would be installed
on a M55J AL-Honeycomb for substrate (core= 580
mils). For simplicity no solar array regulator was
used (direct energy transfer). Lithium Ion (130Whr/kg) batteries were assumed with an allowable
battery depth of discharge of 70%. A power
distribution unit with a battery regulator completes
the system.

Command & Data Handling and Communications
Many spacecraft avionics designs are available but
most are related to low orbit applications. One major
difference is that the lunar communication links must
communicate at much further distances - over
240,000 Miles. The desire to have low cost leads
designs away from using TDRSS and Deep Space
Network (DSN) for communications. In addition,
operating beyond the earth’s protective Van Allen
belts will require additional shielding for the avionics
and payloads. Consequently, a shielded general
avionics processor was assumed. Communications
was assumed to use two low gain antennas, and a
single high gain antenna and would rely on university
ground antennas for control from earth and data
reception.

Thermal Control System
In order to reduce complexity and reduce costs the
thermal control of the orbiter will be accomplished
using primarily passive systems.
Spacecraft
component orientation, reflective paints, insulation,
will be used to maintain the orbiter subsystems inside
their operational temperature ranges. Additionally,
the structure of the spent solid motor cases can be
used as a heat sink for the payloads, if required. In
designing the thermal control system (TCS), solar
flux and Earth and Lunar emitted Infrared radiation
are the largest factors to be considered. The Orbiter's
attitude relative to the Sun and its location on the
Lunar surface (Equator, poles, etc.) can significantly
influence the design of the thermal control
subsystem, since it determines the amount of thermal
radiation absorbed from the Sun and the Moon as
well. A lunar orbital environment of 160°K was
assumed.

Guidance, Navigation, and Control
In order to simplify the attitude control system (ACS)
a spinner spacecraft was assumed. This meshed well
with the use of solid rockets. Spacecraft are often
spun during solid rocket burns to average out offpointing and provide stability during the high thrust
burns. The sensor suite includes earth/moon sensors
and a sun sensor. A nutation damper may be needed
as a passive means of stabilizing the spin axis.
Ranging and Position handled by Tracking RF Links
MEMS Accelerometers and Rate Gyros may provide
a low cost IMU option. Spin-up, down and removal
of secular perturbations is made using the cold gas
nitrogen system.

Clearwater

The chosen thermal design accommodates present
requirements and minimizes mass. Radiators panels
are fixed (non-deployable) and located on the top of
the electronics and battery boxes or via heat pipes on
the sides of the orbiter. Heat sinks are placed in
thermal contact with high dissipation components.
Some heaters are assumed to provide heating for
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The COMPASS ASMO Feasibility Study will be
made available to all selected university participants
– however the COMPASS design concept is not
intended in any way to limit design conceptualization
by the university teams. Detailed studies by the
ASMO student teams are needed to define the actual
ASMO concepts including comprehensive definitions
of the science orbit and payloads.

temperature sensitive components. (Fuel, Battery,
etc.)
MLI (Multi Layer Insulation) with low absorptivity
and high emissivity is used to reduce the heat flow
rate of the system while preventing large heat flux.
They would be used to wrap around sensors and
payloads for thermal insulation and to reduce thermal
requirements. Further study is needed to determine
the amount of MLI needed to protect the spacecraft
and solar arrays from the solid rockets during their
operation. Temperature Sensors (Resistive type
thermal sensors) will monitor the temperature of
sensitive components. (Fuel, Fuel Line, Batteries,
etc.)
Mechanical Systems
The primary loads on the orbiter will take place
during launch on the ESPA as well as due to solid
rocket operation. The loads due to the solid rocket
burn were greater than the launch loads. The orbiter
solid rocket burn was assumed to cause 12.5g of
acceleration in the axial direction. For the other
directions the maximum loads were assumed to be
5g’s since the orbiter will be mounted on its side to
the ESPA. An Aluminum Lithium 2090 frame
structure was designed to contain the engines, the
mounting flange to launch vehicle, the high-pressure
nitrogen tank, the battery, electronic instrumentation
and solar arrays. A quick structural analysis was
performed which showed that it met the strength
criteria (minimum safety factor of 1.4 in ultimate
strength) for all load cases. Further design work
could optimize the mechanical systems mass once for
design for the payload is better defined.
Risk Summary
Areas of concern for this 2-year mission include:
communication between Industry, Universities, and
NASA, radiation effects on electronics, structural
inadequacies, attitude control system inaccuracies,
and propulsion design. These risks, with proper proactive planning can be mitigated early to avoid
becoming problems late in the development life cycle
or during an extended mission.
ASMO Design Summary and Further Work
The COMPASS feasibility design study of the
ASMO small spacecraft showed that 5-10 kg could
be delivered to a stable moon orbit using a secondary
payload launch (ESPA) using off the shelf
components. It was found that solid rockets were key
to implementation due to low cost and high density.
Communications using university installations would
be key to reducing costs.
Clearwater
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